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ABSTRACT
Students and faculty of the mechanical engineering department of Central Washington
University annually host an RC Baja challenge each spring, testing a RC car in three events:
slalom, acceleration and Baja. The RC car that was tested in these events was designed,
engineered and manufactured in teams of two teammates. The work was divided by choosing
one teammate to work on the drivetrain and the other teammate to work on the chassis and
steering. Twelve different analyses were performed to ensure the RC car was optimized and
functional. These analyses used FBD’s, statics, mechanics of materials and dynamics to ensure
all the requirements specified for the RC vehicle were met. This included finding the top speed
of the vehicle, the stress and component sizes and the loads/forces on designed mounts. Another
important aspect analyzed was the torque transmitted from the motor, torque on the axle, and the
total weight of the drivetrain. The drivetrain of the RC car was designed by Rachel Krill. All
electronic drivetrain components have been assembled into the chassis, designed by Joe Fritz,
and fit accordingly. Two mounts were 3D printed to hold the motor in place as well as to hold
the center spool in place. The results included testing the speed which achieved the predicted top
speed of 40MPH, the acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle which were 7.25 ft/s2 and -6.90
ft/s2, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
a. Description
Every year, Central Washington University or ASME puts on a design build competition for RC
Baja cars to compete against different teams in the school or region and race their cars through
different courses. For this competition there is a need to design a functioning drivetrain, chassis,
steering, and suspension for an RC car to compete against other RC cars in an array of racing
competitions including acceleration, slalom, and baja.
Work will be divided between two partners: Rachel Krill and Joe Fritz. Rachel worked on the
drivetrain and Joe was on the chassis/suspension of the vehicle.

b. Motivation
This project was motivated by a need for a radio-controlled device that would accelerate,
decelerate, turn, and be able to move on different surfaces.

c. Function Statement
Provide locomotion and steering control to the chassis.

d. Requirements
The requirements for the RC baja drivetrain are listed below:
1. The car must be conceived, designed, and fabricated by students without any direct
involvement from professional engineers, automotive engineers, or related professionals.
2. One propulsion motor per vehicle: Any motor which conforms to current-vintage ROAR
brushed or brushless specifications and manufacture is legal.
3. Baja TIME-LIMIT, equivalent to running the full course at 1.0 MPH.
4. Lipo 2S 7.4 volt battery-pack intended for RC use.
5. Drivetrain must fit within maximum dimensions of 300x220x300mm.
6. Be able to reach and sustain top speed of 40 MPH.
7. Be able to drive for at least 10 minutes and maintain full RPM.
8. Motor must be able to transmit 9.507 lb-in of torque.
9. Upon impact the center spool mount cannot deflect by more than 0.1 mm.
10. 12-tooth pinion gear center distance be less than 1inch.
11. 3D printed Mounts with PETG plastic.
12. Be able to accelerate at 7 ft/s2
13. Be able to decelerate at -5ft/s2.
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e. Engineering Merit
Three different engineering methods that were used to complete this project will be discussed.
One engineering method used in analysis A-7 was the use of statics in order to find all the forces
acting on the center spool mount. Another engineering method used was dynamics, which is
shown in analysis A-9 to find the forces and max stress on the motor mount. Lastly, the
manufacturing process used for all the components designed for the drivetrain was 3D printing
with PETG plastic to ensure structural strength and rigidity of the components that will be 3D
printed.

f. Scope of Effort
The focus of this project will be on the design, analysis, and construction of the RC vehicle’s
drivetrain. The components such as electronics, motors, controllers, their mounting systems
related to power transmission will be covered in this report. This report will not cover the
suspension or the chassis of the vehicle.

g. Success Criteria
The R/C vehicle is tested and completes all three challenges (sprint, slalom, baja).
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2. DESIGN & ANALYSIS
a. Approach: Proposed Solution
All the components for a functioning drivetrain are to be designed by the student engineer to
approach the engineering problem at hand, which is to engineer, analyze, and construct an RC
vehicle to compete in the RC Baja competition and complete a drag race, slalom, and off road
race course. The components necessary for a functioning drivetrain design include a Spur Gear,
the appropriately sized shafts, bearings, battery, mounts, axles, wheels, and additional hardware.
The parts will be purchased or manufactured from raw material and constructed or 3D printed.

b. Design Description
Initial design: The design of this drivetrain is based off using an electric motor powered by a
7.4V battery to drive a chain connected to a differential via sprockets on motor and differential to
power both wheels. The decision to go with a chain is to reduce slippage on initial acceleration
compared to a belt drive. The motor turning will result in a torque on the chain which will cause
the chain to move which will turn the gears in the differential which will in turn rotate the axels
turning the wheels. The three-wheel design would allow for a lighter vehicle.

Second Proposed Design: This second design is a four-wheel design composed of both a front
and back bumper for additional support during the duration of the race course.
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Final Design: The final proposed design is a standard four-wheel RC car with an Exotek D418
Center Spool & 69t Spur Gear from Exotok racing (13.5t). There is no rear differential, but
instead a spool to simplify the design process, increase durability, and increase power
transmission in a straight line, ultimately improving drag race performance. A 7.4V Lipo 2s
battery will drive the Exyte motor. The configuration of all the drivetrain components was
decided upon to reach optimal weight distribution (shown below). The other two proposed
solutions were eliminated because it would not allow for optimal power transmission.
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c. Benchmark
The goal of this project and competition is to design the most optimal RC vehicle in every aspect
compared to the other vehicles racing this competition in the spring. The vehicles acceleration,
deceleration, and top speed can be compared to analyze its abilities, rather than solely basing it
on the results of the race.
Including the results of the competition, these three aspects (acceleration, deceleration, top
speed) can also be taken into account when deciding which car has the best overall design.
Assuming that the most optimal RC vehicle will be able to accelerate and decelerate the quickest,
and reach the highest top speed, then it should be the most optimal RC vehicle of the
competition. Thus, these aspects can be set as a personal benchmark for the project, while also
considering the competition results.

d. Performance Predictions
The vehicles drivetrain will be able to make the vehicle reach a top speed of nearly 40MPH. This
is based off of the gears chosen in analysis A-3, where the gear ratio is calculated to be 5.75 due
to the 12-T pinion and a 69-T spur gear.
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d. Description of Analysis
Several different types of analyses were performed throughout this project accumulating to a
total of 12. The first analysis was related to finding the top speed that the vehicle will reach. To
complete this analysis dynamics was used. FBD’s and statics were used to determine loads/forces
on designed mounts. Mechanics of materials was used to determine stress and component size.
Other important aspects that were analyzed were the torque transmitted from the motor, torque
on the axle, and the deceleration and acceleration of the vehicle.

f. Scope of Testing and Evaluation
The scope of testing this project was focused on how quickly the car can reach its top speed,
brake, and how fast the top speed of the car is. With this being the scope, the cars ability to
maneuverer the race-course efficiently and timely will be achieved. Taking that into account, the
design of the drivetrain was conceived to be as fast, durable, and functional as possible.

g. Analysis
The initial approach to understanding the problem was to do some research on remote controlled
car drivetrains and how they operate. The first step to the analysis was to determine what set up
is going to be used. A safety gear of 3 will be used for the shaft, and a safety gear of 5 will be
used for the gears.
1. In Analysis 1, the purpose is to find the actual power of the motor given the motor KV.
The Exyte motor purchased (Exotek D418 Center Spool & 69t Spur Gear 13.5T) gives
the requirement of KV to be 3040. The analysis is that KV is related to the power out
from a motor. KV describes the RPM (revolutions per minute) a motor does per Volt that
is put into it. The more KV a motor has, the more RPM and more power. For example, a
9000Kv motor would be faster than a 2200Kv motor. If Kv is like horsepower, then turns
is the physical attribute of a motor. The number of turns indicates how much wire is
wrapped inside the motor. A higher turn number means more wire and thus more
resistance, resulting in a slower motor. So, turns with a lower number means a faster
motor. The turn rating is inversely proportional to the power generated by the motor. Put
simply, a 4.5T motor is faster than a 21.5T motor. So, the design using a 13.5T=3,300
RPM. After understanding the importance of KV, the calculations to find the power of
the motor are performed. These calculations are documented in Appendix A-1 (Actual
Power of Motor). The requirement was 7.4V for the purchased battery. Using the power
equation (P=IV) the analysis to find both the operating power of the motor and the burst
power of the motor of were found to be 532.8W and 25380.8W, respectively. There are
two different powers calculated for the motor as there were two different currents given
that the motor can run at. For the operating current it runs at 80A, and for the burst
current it runs at 380A. This supports the design parameter of 3040KV motor. This is
documented in appendix B: Lipo 2s Battery (#RMK-55-005).
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2. The purpose of analysis 2 is to calculate the motor RPM and the torque from the motor.
Refer to appendix A-2 (Motor RPM, Torque of Motor). The requirement for this analysis
is the motor must be able to transmit 9.507 lb-in of torque. To achieve this an analysis
solving for the motor RPM and the torque of the motor was performed. The motor RPM
was found to be 22496 rpm, and the torque of the motor to be 9.507 lb-in, which supports
the design parameter of a 3040KV motor. This is documented in appendix B: Motor
(#RMK-55-002).
3. The purpose of analysis 3 is to calculate the RPM of the wheels and then the maximum
speed of the RC car. The requirement is to reach a top speed of 40 MPH, given an outside
tire diameter of 3.4 inches. This analysis will be finding the gear ratio. The design is to
use a 12-tooth pinion with the 69-tooth spur gear, which gives a gear ratio of 5.75. Using
this gear ratio, the maximum top speed of the RC vehicle was calculated to be 39.6 MPH.
Refer to appendix A-3 (RPM of Wheels, Max Speed) for these documented calculations.
The pinion gear is documented in appendix B: Pinion Gear (#RMK-55-001).

4. The purpose for analysis 4 is to determine the RC vehicles acceleration and deceleration.
The requirement for this analysis is that the car must be able to accelerate in 7 ft/s/s and
decelerate in 5ft/s/s. To compute theses values the average velocity of the car was divided
by the time it takes the car to reach full speed (or reach 0mph from full speed for
deceleration value). Using the top speed computed for the car of 40MPH and the time to
reach this value of 8.37 seconds, the average acceleration of the car was calculated to be
7ft/s/s, which supports the requirement of this car to be able to accelerate at 7ft/s/s. To
calculate the deceleration of the car the top speed velocity of 40MPH was divided by the
time it takes the car to reach 0 MPH from the top speed (11.72 seconds), which was 5ft/s/s, thus supporting the design requirement of the car to be able to decelerate at 5ft/s/s.

5. The torque on the axle analysis. Reference appendix A-5 (Torque on Axle) for this
analysis. The requirement for this analysis is that the axle must be able to transmit 9.507
lb-in of torque from the motor. To compute the torque on the axle, the gear ratio was
multiplied by the torque of the motor. Using a gear ratio of 5.75, and 9.507 lb-in for the
torque of the motor, the torque on the axle was calculated to be 54.67 lb-in, which
supports the design parameter of 0.137 inches for the diameter of the axle. The factor of
safety is 5. This is documented in appendix B: Front Axles (#RMK-55-012).

6. Torsional max shear stress of the axle analysis. Reference appendix A-6 (Max Shear
Stress of Axle) for this analysis. The requirement for this analysis was that the max shear
stress of the axle’s material does not exceed the yield strength of the material -- a low
carbon steel with a yield strength of 220000 psi (sourced from www.matweb.com ). To
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compute the torsional max shear stress of the axle the torque on the axle was multiplied
by the radius of the axle and then divided by the polar moment of inertia, which resulted
in 213000 psi. This supports the design parameter of an axle diameter of 0.137 inches
because the torsional max shear stress of the axle is less than the yield strength of the
material. This is documented in appendix B: Front Axles (#RMK-55-012).

7. Static force analysis of the center spool mount design. The requirement for this analysis
is that upon impact the mount must not deflect by more than 0.1mm. In order to achieve
this, the forces acting on the mount were found (reference appendix A-7). To solve for
forces, the tangential force of the bearings was calculated and then the sum of the forces
in the vertical direction was performed. The assumption of having the forces act purely
vertical allows for a prediction of 0mm in deflection, however, the tolerance being +/0.1mm leaves room for the maximum deflection requirement. This means that the center
spool thickness of .02 inches will allow the center spool to not deflect more than 0.1 mm
under a force of 77.17 lb. This is documented in the center spool mount drawing that can
be found in appendix B: Bottom Center Spool Mount (#RMK-20-003).

8. Stress analysis of the center spool mount design. Reference appendix A-8 (Max Stress on
Center Spool Mount) for this analysis. The requirement for this analysis is that upon
impact the max stress must not exceed the yield stress of the PETG plastic, which is
4,000psi. In order to achieve this, the forces acting on the mount (radial and tangential)
were calculated (shown previously in analysis 7). Then, the maximum stress of 876 psi
was found to be far less than the yield stress of the material (4,000psi), which supports
the design parameter of a thickness of .02in for the mount design. This is documented in
appendix B: Top Center Spool Mount (#RMK-20-002). The bearing drawings can be
found in appendix B: Center Spool Bearing (#RMK-55-010).

9. Force and stress analysis of the motor mount design. Reference appendix A-9 (Forces and
Max Stress on Motor Mount) for this analysis. The requirement for this analysis is that
upon impact the max stress must not exceed the yield stress of the PETG plastic, which is
4,000 psi. In order to achieve this, the forces acting on the mount were calculated. The
force on the gear is 77.15lb, the force on the bearing is 38.57 lb., and the tangential force
is 19.56 lb. Assuming that the motor shaft hole mount does not carry load, all the loads
will be distributed between the 6 pinion mounting holes, which was calculated to be
3.26lbs. Then, the maximum stress was found (887 psi) to be less than the yield stress of
the material, which supports the design parameter of a thickness of .024 inches for the
motor mount design. This allows a safety factor of 3, which will give negligible
deformation. This is documented in appendix B: Motor Mount (#RMK-20-001).
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10. Bending stress on pinion gear. Reference appendix A-10 (Bending Stress on Pinion) for
this analysis. The requirement is that the center distance be less than 1inch. The excel
sheet (screenshot can be found in appendix A-10) was used to find the values of the
bending stress on the pinion and the center distance. The bending stress on the pinion was
calculated to be 39,000 psi (far less than the yield stress of A36 steel being 36 ksi). The
center distance was calculated to be 0.844 inches, which is less than 1 inch, so it meets
the given requirement. This supports the design parameter of using a 12-tooth pinion
gear. This is documented in appendix B: ASSY-SUB, Mount, Motor (RMK-10-001).

11. Contact stress on the pinion gear teeth. Reference appendix A-11 (Contact Stress on
Pinion) for this analysis. The requirement is that the center distance be less than 1inch.
The excel sheet (screenshot can be found in appendix A-11) was used to find the values
of the contact stress on the pinion and the center distance. The contact stress on the
pinion was calculated to be 140,000 psi. The center distance was calculated to be 0.844
inches, which is less than 1 inch, so it meets the requirement. This supports the design
parameter of using a 12-tooth pinion gear. This is documented in appendix B:12 Tooth
Pinion Gear (#RMK-55-001).

12. Shear stress on set screw. Reference appendix A-12 for the calculations of this analysis.
The requirement was that the shear stress must not exceed the yield strength of steel. To
find the shear stress on the screw, the area of the screw is divided by the force acting
normal to the screw. The shear stress was calculated to be 26.9 psi, which is substantially
less than the yield stress of the material (A36 steel) being 36 ksi. This supports the design
parameter of a screw diameter of 2.5mm. This is documented in appendix B: 12 Tooth
Pinion Gear (#RMK-55-001).

h. Device: Parts, Shapes, and Conformation
The first component of the vehicle purchased and decided upon was the motor (Exotek D418
Center Spool & 69t Spur Gear from Exotok racing (13.5t)). This motor was decided upon after
researching various different motors and considering their costs along with their product
descriptions to make the best decision. This motor was the most cost-effective, and its product
description verified it will be legal to use for the RC car because it is a ROAR approved
brushless motor. Next, it was critical to make sure all other components will be compatible with
each other to ensure drivetrain functionality. The other parts that were purchased were: 7.4V
Lipo 2S Battery, Lipo battery charger, and RC system 2.4G Radio Control Transmitter with
Receiver. The overall solution to the problem is the RC Baja competition.
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i.

Device Assembly

The assembly addresses the engineering problem by taking the power from a brushless motor
and transferring it to the rear wheels to move forward and backward.

j. Technical Risk Analysis
The technical risk for the RC Baja project is the timeline, budget, and experience. If something
does not work as predicted, it will cost money out of pocket as well as lost time, which could be
dangerous due to a tight schedule. Also, there lies no experience in the past of building an RC car
before.

k. Failure Mode Analysis
The failure mode for the drive train was assessed by calculating the maximum speed the car will
get to (40MPH), and then ensuring that the torque would match this. If there is too much torque
then it would break but if there is too little than this max speed of 40MPH will not be met.

l. Operation Limits and Safety
A safety limit to address is the top speed test, to ensure the RC vehicle is able to reach and
sustain the predicted top speed for the car. Another test to run on the vehicle will be timing the
car to reach full speed to determine its acceleration. Additionally, timing the car to reach a full
stop from full speech to measure the cars deceleration and braking capabilities.
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3. METHODS & CONSTRUCTION
a. Methods
This project was conceived, analyzed, and designed in Ellensburg, WA by Rachel Krill and Joe
Fritz. Working within the constraints of the budget for this project, parts were ordered, and 3D
printed to produce a functional RC vehicle that meets all given requirements.
i.

Process Decisions

The manufacturing methods and decisions used to complete this project will be discussed in this
section. Several different options were considered for this project, so to make the best decision
clear, decision matrixes were used for two manufacturing methods and one material selection.
The main manufacturing method was 3D printing. The main decisions were ordering parts that
were both cost-effective, yet optimal for the construction of the car. Refer to Appendix F for the
decision matrix for the motor mount design and center spool mount design. It was decided the
best decision would be to 3D print these two mounts, as opposed to modeling them from
aluminum or casting the design. This is because 3D printing provides the ability to construct
more complex parts precisely, timely, and easily. 3D printing allows for use of desirable
materials to make parts that are soundly engineered. Also, project partner, Joe, already has a 3D
printer making the cost be relatively low, while the weight, precision, and confidence are all at
optimal levels. Casting requires a significant upfront investment, likewise with aluminum
modeling, which is another factor why 3D printing was used. Aluminum modeling and casting
also both require the need to not only design the parts, the filling system, and the feed head but
also create a mold. If either of these other two methods were used, it would take much longer to
produce the parts and there is no time to waste with a strict project deadline to meet with having
the RC vehicle ready to race in the competition this spring. This is not to say that modeling these
parts from aluminum or casting the mounts would result in failure, rather 3D printing is the
better option for this project because it will be most cost-effective, timely, and precise—all of
which are factors to highly consider.
The material selection decision matrix is documented in Appendix F. The material that was
decided to use was PETG plastic, as opposed to PLA or ABS. PETG plastic is tough, odorless,
and chemical resistant while providing low shrinkage rates in prints than other mainstem 3D
printing materials such as PLA or ABS. To elaborate, PETG provides greater strength upon
impact with a higher tensile strength when compared to both PLA or ABS. PETG is readily
available and also very cost-effective. Thus, supporting the decision to use PETG plastic as the
only material (other than the bought components) that will be used.
3D modeling with PETG plastic was used as intended for nearly all parts of the drivetrain that
were not purchased. The only part that was not 3D printed was the Idler gear shaft, which was
machined and donated by Joe Fritz’s Father, Joseph Fritz the third, who is a professional
machinist. An issue that occurred while 3D printing included scaling the motor mount to achieve
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the proper final dimensions, which resulted in multiple motor mounts being printed. Another
issue was the constant cleaning of the nozzle due to filament accumulation.

b. Construction
The construction of the drivetrain included various purchased parts assembled in the base chassis
assembly (including all the electronic components) and in the gearbox sub-assembly. The three
parts of the drivetrain that were 3D modeled included the center spool mount, the motor mount,
and the controller mount.
i.
Description
The device itself was built in sections. All the parts that were not bought will be 3D printed with
PETG plastic material. Teammate (Joe Fritz) has a 3D printer, which was used to model the
center spool mount, the motor mount, and the controller mount, as well as the chassis. The
gearbox sub-assembly will include a 3D printed mount and the bought components.
a) The Gearbox Assembly will consist of the following components:
• 3D printed Motor Mount
• Motor
• 12-Tooth Pinion Gear
• Idler Gear
• Bearing 8x4x12
b) The Center Spool Mount will consist of the following components:
• 3D printed Center Spool Mount (Top Mount x2) and (Bottom Mount)
• Center Spool Bearings
• Center Spool
ii.
Drawing Tree, Drawing ID’s
Reference Appendix B1 for a full drawing tree. The order of assembly goes as follows:

(Figure B-1: Drawing Tree Assemblies)
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First, all the electronic drivetrain parts were decided upon based on their compatibility and cost,
as well as ensuring all the requirements for the car would be met. Next, any other additional
drivetrain components needed were purchased. After receiving the necessary parts and taking
many measurements, models for the three mounts were drawn on SolidWorks. The purpose of
the mounts are to hold the bought components in place during the race. The mounts were 3D
printed using PETG plastic and designed by the student engineer to meet all the specified
requirements. Reference Appendix B for the image of the full drawing tree. Lastly, these three
mounts and additional components were assembled onto the chassis and fit accordingly.
iii.
Parts
Table C1 in Appendix C displays a list of all the required parts for the car, and the quantity and
drawing numbers are documented with it. The list includes 15 parts. Some of these parts have
part numbers and others have drawing numbers. If the item has a part number, then it will be
bought and if it has a drawing number then it will be manufactured. The manufacturing process
used was 3D printing. The idler gear shaft was machined and donated by a professional, Joe
Fritz’s father (Joseph Fritz III).
A manufacturing method that could have been used is laser cutting. The printed mounts could
have been laser cut if any alterations in measurements were necessary. Laser cutting is a very
precise method to manufacture parts. Another potential method that could have been used was
casting, however, it was decided to 3D print everything because of the precision the 3D printer
allows (and the material properties of the PETG plastic). Casting is the process where a liquid is
typically poured into a mold, which contains a hollow cavity of the desired shape, and then
allowed to solidify. This method could have been an alternate method for the center spool mount.
iv.
Manufacturing Issues
Potential risks or issues related to the manufacturing of the parts include: machine breakdown of
the 3D printer intended to use, material availability of PETG plastic, and delivery of last minute
parts taking longer than anticipated. Also, any malfunctions the 3D printer may experience such
as not printing properly or overheating etc. could be potential risks, as well. All these result in a
delay with manufacturing, meaning that time is the main manufacturing issue to regulate.
Manufacturing issues that occurred during the 3D printing process included common issues such
as bed adhesion and filament accumulation on the nozzle. Increasing the bed temperature with
using masking tape as a print surface solved the bed adhesion issue. New stainless-steel nozzles
were purchased, which helped mitigate the filament accumulation. Careful nozzle cleaning was
also implemented.
A particular part that had issues associated with it was the motor mount. The motor mount was
annealed for higher temperature resistance. The annealing process often results in slight
shrinkage of parts, which occurred with the motor mount. Due to this, multiple motor mounts
were printed with various scales to achieve the proper final dimensions.
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v.
Discussion of Assembly
To assemble the RC vehicle, the chassis was 3D printed first as one entire component. Then, the
drivetrain components were printed in order of drawing numbers: motor mount (RMK-20-001),
top center spool mount (RMK-20-002), bottom center spool mount (RMK-20-003) and controller
mount (RMK-20-004). These have been assembled onto the chassis and fit accordingly. The
gearbox sub-assembly mates onto the main chassis assembly. All the electronic drivetrain
components mate onto the base chassis assembly. The RC car meets all the benchmarks for the
size, cost, and manufacturability of the car.
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4. TESTING
a. Introduction
To ensure that the RC vehicles components will function as needed and intended, several
different tests were completed. These include testing the RC vehicles top speed, acceleration,
and deceleration of the vehicle. These tests will help ensure that the RC vehicle will be able to
race well in all three circumstances: acceleration, slalom, and baja. Reference Appendix G for
the full testing reports of all three tests.

b. Method/Approach
The approach to test the RC vehicles acceleration, deceleration and speed will be analyzed in this
section. To test the RC vehicles acceleration the car will be driven from rest to a 20ft mark while
being timed. The average of five testing intervals was carried out and then the average
acceleration was calculated. To test the RC vehicles deceleration a similar approach was used as
in the acceleration test. The only difference was that the timer started once the car hit the 20ft
mark in motion, and then the timer was stopped once the car had come to rest. The distance the
car traveled within that time period was recorded in the excel spreadsheet. Five different testing
intervals were performed and the average deceleration was calculated. In order to test the
maximum speed of the RC car, a distance of 30ft will be measured out in Hogue hall, and then
using a stopwatch the car will be timed. Using the equation speed = distance / time, the speed can
be calculated. The requirement is that the car reaches a top speed of 40MPH.
The requirements for the RC car pertaining to these tests are: the RC car must accelerate in less
than 2 seconds, the car must decelerate in less than 2 seconds, and the car must be able to reach
and sustain top speed of 40MPH. The predicted results were 7 ft/s2 for the acceleration of the car,
(-)5 ft/s2 for the deceleration of the car, and to reach a top speed of 40MPH. 7.25 ft/s2 was the
actual result for the acceleration test of the RC vehicle and -6.90ft/s2. Some issues encountered
while performing the acceleration and deceleration tests were possible inaccuracies with timing.
To mitigate this, both teammates worked together to call out when the car reached the mark to
begin the timer while the other teammate simply focused on timing the car to produce the most
accurate times possible within the constraints of the budget. A laser timing system would have
made for more accurate result, although the means to fund this is not accessible. Another issue
encountered while testing the deceleration of the car was noticing the brakes were not
functioning optimally. It was taking longer than expected to decelerate the RC car, which is not
ideal. To resolve this the EVS will be tuned to improve the brakes.

c. Test Process
The following will describe the testing processes that will be carried out in the spring to ensure
the RC vehicle is ready to race. These procedures include testing the vehicles acceleration and
deceleration, as well as the top speed. The specifications as to how these procedures will be
performed are listed below. Please reference Appendix G for full testing procedures.
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To test the RC vehicles acceleration:
-Location: Hogue Hall
-The needed material were gathered, such as: the RC car, a tape measure, and a stopwatch
-20ft was measured out with the tape measure.
-Joe drove the car from rest to the 20ft mark outside of Hogue hall
-The time it took to cross that mark was recorded by Rachel
-5 different times were recorded in excel spreadsheet
-The average time was calculated to be 1.66 seconds.
-The average acceleration was calculated to be 7.25 ft/s2
To test the RC vehicles deceleration:
-Location: Hogue Hall
-The needed material were gathered, such as: the RC car, a tape measure, and a stopwatch
-20ft was measured out with the tape measure.
-Joe drove the car from rest to the 20ft mark outside of Hogue hall pictured below:
-Once the car crossed the 20ft mark, Rachel started the timer and notified Joe to apply the brakes
to the car.
-Once the car was fully stopped, the distance it traveled passed the 20ft mark was recorded in the
excel spreadsheet.
-The time it took the RC car to reach rest was recorded in excel spreadsheet
-A total of 5 intervals were performed
-5 different times were recorded in excel spreadsheet
-The average time was calculated to be 1.67 seconds.
-The deceleration was found to be -6.90 ft/s/s.

To test the RC vehicles speed:
-Location: Hogue Hall
-Measure out 30ft with tape measure and mark it
-Use a stopwatch to time the car in 5 intervals
-Speed = distance/time to calculate speed
-Ensure top speed of 40MPH was met
-Record speed in excel spreadsheet

d. Deliverables
Excel spreadsheets were used to record data from testing the RC vehicles acceleration,
deceleration, and top speed. These spreadsheets can be found in Appendix G.
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5. BUDGET
Three primary risks that most projects are susceptible to include: the cost, schedule, and project
management. In this section, these three risks will be discussed. It will become apparent how this
project will be managed in order to reduce these associated risks. First, the cost will be managed
by documenting the budget, continually updating total costs, and ensuring the most cost-effective
option is chosen. The schedule will be managed by setting weekly tasks and completing those
tasks on time and documenting progress in gnatt chart. Project management will be discussed in
the following section.

a. Parts
There are various parts that were purchased for this project. Reference Appendix C for the list of
bought parts. These parts included some at relatively low costs such as: the 12-tooth pinion gear,
center-spool, driveshaft, wheel bearings, front axles, pins, and screws, which totaled to about
$60. Whereas the more expensive parts that were purchased such as: the motor, radio controller
and receiver combo, shock absorbers, lipo 2S batteries, lipo charger, wheels and tires totaled to
$240. The total sum comes in at about $300.
There have been no added costs due to errors in testing because project teammate had printed
backup parts prior to testing. Additional components that were purchased in the spring included:
a replacement charger, ESC programmer for the vehicle’s brakes, and a 3D printing pen. The
total cost of these items was $50.

b. Outsourcing
Joe has a 3D printer, which was used for the design of the mounts for the drivetrain components.

c. Labor
The engineering makes up majority of the total labor cost, but construction costs are another
factor to add to the total cost. The total labor cost was $8000 assuming $40/hr and 200 hours of
work. By December of 2021, the engineering was completed. Next, the assembly work was
completed in April, and lastly the testing was concluded in May.

d. Estimated Total Project Cost
The total estimated project costs comes out to be $8600. $8000 of the total cost is associated with
engineering. $8000 is associated with labor. $300 was spent on all drivetrain components, $100
for suspension components, and $200 for the cost of 3D printing. Reference Appendix D for the
project budget.

e. Funding Source
The cost of this project is supported by Rachel Krill and Joe Fritz.
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6. Schedule
The scheduling issue has to do with obtaining a fully functioning raceable RC vehicle that will
meet the performance specifications within a reasonable timeframe. The schedule for this project
is constrained by the MET 489 course and is documented in Appendix E. This project will
commence by the last week of the third quarter. Schedule risks and issues encountered yet
overcame will be discussed in this section.

a. Design
The fall schedule covers the Proposal/Report Writing, Analysis, and Documentation tasks, as
shown in Appendix E. Some scheduling issues that have occurred is solid works being unable to
download, so some of the drawings have not been completed on time with the task schedule.
Also, the motor was shipped from Hong Kong, which had a delay associated with it. This is
shown in section 3d of the Gnatt chart for the motor part drawing being late.

b. Construction
Major tasks are on the Gannt chart related to the construction of the RC car in winter quarter.
These include assembling all purchased components with designed components to ensure all
parts fit in order to begin testing the vehicle.

c. Testing
Major tasks are on the Gannt chart related to the testing of the RC car in the spring. These tasks
included testing the acceleration and deceleration of the vehicle and testing the top speed of the
vehicle. The testing phase will take place beginning in April and will include all necessary
testing to ensure the vehicle meets the design requirements. If during testing, the car does not
meet the design requirements modifications will need to be made. The testing will encompass
both the design requirements and failure limits of the RC vehicle.
The RC car met the requirements for all three tests: the acceleration test, the deceleration test,
and the top speed of the vehicle. The requirements for the RC car pertaining to these tests are:
the RC car must accelerate in less than 2 seconds, the car must decelerate in less than 2 seconds,
and the car must be able to reach and sustain top speed of 40MPH. The predicted results were 7
ft/s2 for the acceleration of the car, (-)5 ft/s2 for the deceleration of the car, and to reach a top
speed of 40MPH. 7.25 ft/s2 was the actual result for the acceleration test of the RC vehicle and 6.90ft/s2. Some issues encountered while performing the acceleration and deceleration tests were
possible inaccuracies with timing. To mitigate this, both teammates worked together to call out
when the car reached the mark to begin the timer while the other teammate simply focused on
timing the car to produce the most accurate times possible within the constraints of the budget.
Another issue encountered while testing the deceleration of the car was noticing the brakes were
not functioning optimally. It was taking longer than expected to decelerate the RC car, which
was not ideal. To resolve this the EVS was be tuned to improve the brakes. The vehicle now is
able to decelerate in a timely manner that meets the requirements of this project.
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7. Project Management
Every engineering project comes with risks. Some of the risks with completing this project
include: the budget, scheduling, safety, and resources. These affect the project by setting
limitations such as ensuring cost-effective parts are bought, tasks are completed on time to stay
on schedule, no harm is caused by the construction or racing of the vehicle, and that the
resources will function as intended. The risk to give more attention to is the scheduling aspect of
the project, as the RC vehicle must be ready to race in the spring. To control these potential risks
planning, research, and allowing enough time for parts to be delivered and/or printed will be
practiced in order to remain on schedule. To ensure the budget is not exceeded, all parts needed
to be ordered will be compared to cheaper options, and then it will be decided which is the best
option.

a. Human Resources
Mentors, staff, faculty, and class members at Central Washington University have all been
human resources that have been of assistance with the completion of this project. Some of the
risks associated with this include assuming their advice is correct and trustworthy.

b. Physical Resources
Joe’s 3D printer will be used for all of the design components needed to complete this project.
The risk associated with using a 3D printer is assuming the printer is accurate and is fully
functional. The purchased parts were from Amazon, Jerrol’s, and HobbyKing. The risk
associated with buying parts from online sources is the time it takes to ship. If the parts are not
delivered on time, a delay in the completion of the project could be a result.

c. Soft Resources
Solid works software, excel sheets, and word documents are the soft resources that have been
used in the completion of this project. Risks associated with using these software’s include
potential software crashes, accessibility, and available time.

e. Financial Resources
The project sponsors (Rachel Krill and Joe Fritz) are committed to providing financial support
for the RC vehicle parts and components. Joe Fritz already had a 3D printer, which the drivetrain
parts will be modeled from. If the budget is exceeded (a potential financial risk), then it will be
split between the two sponsors. If the over-expenditure is communicated and agreed upon, it will
be bought.
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8. DISCUSSION
The progress of how the project progressed will be discussed in this section. This will include
any changes made, issues encountered, risks that were overcome, and what went successful
during the design phase.

a. Design
The start of this project was a bit of a mess, as it was unclear what the design was going to be, or
what requirements needed to be met. After collaborating with Joe Fritz, the best possible solution
for the design of the RC vehicle was decided upon. It was decided to go with a four-wheel drive
car with an Exyte motor (Exotek D418 Center Spool & 69t Spur Gear 13.5T) along with a 7.4 V
Lipo 2S battery. These were the first decisions that took place.
The next very important decision made between the two student engineers was to 3D print the
entirety of the RC’s components with PETG plastic. This was decided as the best solution
because PETG plastic has great material properties and teammate student engineer has a 3D
printer.
Next, it was time to start specifying requirements that need to be met. After listing the given
requirements (and continually adding more as the project analyses progressed), the 12 analyses
were performed throughout fall term. A total of 12 analyses are presented in this proposal, but
many others were completed and re-done, as well. The most important analyses have been
reviewed and kept for this proposal.
While completing these analyses, other components with this project were worked on at the same
time, such as: the paragraph sections, solid works drawings and simulations, gnatt chart, drawing
tree, and the website associated with this project. All things discussed above are what went
successful, as there were no major changes to the initial design decision of the vehicle, and the
3D printer successfully printed the components designed. However, risks were also dealt with.
These included: miscommunication between teammates, unmet deadlines, and drivetrain
dimension challenges (the motor running into the suspension). Miscommunication with aspects
regarding the design of the motor mount was encountered, yet it was resolved by the student
engineers meeting up and discussing the confusion. This could be avoided in the future by being
clearer and more concise with what is needed to be done and by when. An unmet deadline
occurred when Joe had not shared all the dimensions of the purchased parts in time to construct
drawings with dimensions. A dimension challenge faced was addressed when the student
engineer realized the motor would run into the suspension if there was not an added idler gear,
which was then resolved by redesigning the motor mount and adding an idler gear to allow for
more room for the motor.
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b. Construction
Majority of the drivetrain components were bought parts, although a couple mounts were
designed to hold these parts in place (Motor Mount, Center Spool Mount, and Controller
Mount). Production of the drivetrain components progressed well. Early on printing from
PETG plastic was not ideal, because the molten filament had difficult adhering to the glass
print bed. Different methods to try and improve the bed adhesion included: using higher
temperatures, glue sticks and masking tape. The masking tape was used as the standard
method for the rest of the project because it was working the best out of the other methods
listed. The PETG material also started to accumulate on the nozzle and then fall onto the part
in the form of a large blob, which would result in a defect or a print failure. This problem was
mitigated by using cleaned and new nozzles, which then decreased accumulation.
The first print Joe completed for the chassis was found to have weak layer adhesion due
to the low print temperatures. Increasing the print temperature resulted in much stronger
prints, which was used on the drivetrain components. Some shrinkage (a normal occurrence
in 3D printed parts) caused the need for the printed holes in the parts to be specified larger.
For instance, holes made for M3 fasteners were designed to be 3.2 mm to account for this
shrinkage.

c. Testing
The three tests that were performed on the RC vehicle were the acceleration test, deceleration
test, and the speed test. To test the RC vehicles acceleration the needed material was gathered,
such as: the RC car, a tape measure, and a stopwatch. A distance of 20ft was measured out with
the tape measure. Joe drove the car from rest to the 20ft mark outside of Hogue hall. The time it
took to cross that mark was recorded by Rachel. Five different times were recorded in an excel
spreadsheet. The average time was calculated to be 1.66 seconds. The average acceleration was
calculated to be 7.25 ft/s2. This test was done to ensure the car accelerates as expected prior to
the competition. An issue encountered while performing the acceleration test was accidently
crashing the car into a cement median and causing damage to the chassis. This was resolved in a
timely manner as Joe had printed back-up parts to replace the damaged part of the RC vehicle.
To test the RC vehicles deceleration the needed material was gathered, such as: the RC car, a
tape measure, and a stopwatch. A distance of 20ft was measured out with the tape measure. Joe
drove the car from rest to the 20ft mark outside of Hogue hall. Once the car crossed the 20ft
mark, Rachel started the timer and notified Joe to apply the brakes to the car. Once the car was
fully stopped, the distance it traveled passed the 20ft mark was recorded in the excel spreadsheet.
The time it took the RC car to reach rest was recorded in excel spreadsheet. A total of 5 intervals
were performed. Five different times were recorded in excel spreadsheet. The average time was
calculated to be 1.67 seconds. The average deceleration was -6.90 ft/s2.
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To test the RC vehicles speed a distance of 30ft was measured out with a tape measure in front of
Hogue Hall. A stopwatch was used to time the car in 5 intervals. The equation: Speed =
distance/time was used to calculate the speed. This test was to ensure a top speed of 40MPH was
met. The speed was recorded in an excel spreadsheet. The test concluded that the predicted value
of 40 MPH was met.
After performing the deceleration test, the brakes needed improvement. To solve this issue the
EVS was tuned, which improved the braking system. The acceleration test had the issue
discussed previously due to crashing the car. While testing the top speed of the RC vehicle, there
were no issues encountered. The vehicle was successfully able to reach the predicted top speed
of 40 miles per hour.

9. CONCLUSION
The design is a standard four-wheel RC car, that will reach a top speed of 40MPH. There is no
rear differential, but instead a spool to simplify the design process, increase durability, and
increase power transmission in a straight line, ultimately improving drag race performance. The
design function is to provide locomotion and steering control to the chassis. All the components
for the vehicle that are not purchased parts are 3D printed using PETG plastic because Joe has a
3D printer. This was decided upon due to the material properties of the PETG plastic being
durable yet lightweight, as well as the precision the 3D printer allows.
Some important analyses to reflect on include analysis A-7 and A-9 (in appendix A), which
analyze the different mount designs using PETG plastic for different components. In analysis A7, the engineering merit used was statics to find all the forces acting on the center spool mount.
The purpose of this analysis was to ensure that the max stress on the mount would not exceed the
yield stress of the PETG plastic being used to model the mount. The maximum stress was found
to be 1,017 psi, which is less than the yield stress of 4,000 psi. This analysis contributes to the
success of the vehicle as the mount will be structurally sound with a safety factor of 4.
In analysis A-9, the engineering merit used was dynamics to find the forces and max stress on
the motor mount. The purpose for this analysis is equivalent to analysis A-7 in that upon impact
the max stress must not exceed the yield stress of the PETG plastic, which is 4,000 psi. In order
to achieve this, the forces acting on the mount were calculated. The maximum stress was found
(887 psi) to be less than the yield stress of the material, which supports the design parameter of a
thickness of .024 inches for the motor mount design. This analysis contributes to the success of
the vehicle because it will be structurally sound with a safety factor of 4.
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Lastly, a model has been conceived, analyzed, and designed that meets the function requirements
presented. Parts have been specified, sourced, and budgeted for acquisition. The model has been
created, tested, and won the RC Baja competition for the spring of 2022.
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APPENDIX A - Analysis
Appendix A-1 – Actual Power of Motor
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Appendix A-2 – Motor RPM, Torque of Motor
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Appendix A-3 – RPM wheels, Max speed
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Appendix A-3 Continued– RPM wheels, Max speed
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Appendix A-4 – Acceleration and Deceleration
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Appendix A-5 – Torque on Axle

Appendix A-6 – Maximum Shear Stress of Axle
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36

Appendix A-7 – Forces on Center Spool Mount
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Appendix A-7 Continued – Forces on Center Spool Mount
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Appendix A-7 Continued – Forces on Center Spool Mount
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Appendix A-8 – Stress on Center Spool Mount

Appendix A-8 Continued – Stress on Center Spool Mount
Documented below are two screenshots of a solid works simulation analysis on the top center
spool mount. The first one gives the max stress and the second one gives the max deformation.
The max stress of 875.7 psi will not exceed the yield stress (4,000psi for PETG plastic), as
shown. The max deformation is 0.01495 mm.
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(Figure A-8.1 : Solid works simulation for max stress on Center Spool Mount)

(Figure A-8.2 : Solid works simulation for max deflection on Center Spool Mount)
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Appendix A-9 – Forces and Stress on Motor Mount

Appendix A-9 Continued – Forces and Stress on Motor Mount
Documented below are screenshots of a solid works simulation analysis on the motor mount. The
first one gives the max stress and the second one gives the max deformation. The max stress of
887 psi will not exceed the yield stress (4,000psi for PETG plastic), as shown. The max
deformation is 0.005 mm.
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(Figure A-9.1 : Solid works simulation for max deflection on motor mount)
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Appendix A-9 Continued – Forces and Stress on Motor Mount

(Figure A-9.2: Solid works simulation for max stress on motor mount)
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Appendix A-10 – Bending Stress on Pinion Gear
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Appendix A-10 Continued – Bending Stress on Pinion Gear

(Figure A-10: Spur Gear Excel Sheet)
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Appendix A-11 – Contact Stress on Pinion Gear
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Appendix A-11 Continued – Contact Stress on Pinion Gear

(Figure A-11: Spur Gear Excel Sheet)
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Appendix A-12 – Shear Stress on Set Screw
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APPENDIX B - Drawings
Appendix B – Drawing Tree
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(Figure B-2: Full Drawing Tree Assemblies)
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Appendix B- Assembly Drawing

(Figure 1: ASSY-Chassis, Full)
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Appendix B- Assembly Drawing

(Figure 2: ASSY-Drivetrain, Full)
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Appendix B- Assembly-Sub Drawing

(Figure 3: ASSY-SUB, Gearbox)
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Appendix B- Assembly-Sub Drawing

(Figure 4: ASSY-SUB, Mount, Spool-Center)
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Appendix B – Motor Mount

(Figure 5: Motor Mount)
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Appendix B – Center Spool Mount

(Figure 6: Top Center Spool Mount x2)
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Appendix B – Center Spool Mount

(Figure 7: Bottom Center Spool Mount)
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Appendix B – Controller Mount

(Figure 8: Controller Mount)
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(Figure 9: Idler Gear Shaft)
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Appendix B – 12-tooth pinion gear

(Figure 10: 12-tooth pinion gear)
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Appendix B – Motor

(Figure 11: Motor)
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Appendix B – Radio Controller and Receiver Combo

(Figure 12: Radio Controller and Receiver Combo)
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Appendix B – Rear Wheels

(Figure 13: Rear Wheels)
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Appendix B – Battery

(Figure 14: Battery)

64

Appendix B – Lipo-Battery Charger

(Figure 15: Lipo-Battery Charger)
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Appendix B – Dog bone Shaft

(Figure 17: Dog bone Shaft)
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Appendix B – Front Wheels

(Figure 18: Front Wheels)
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Appendix B – Front Axles

(Figure 19: Front Axles)

APPENDIX C – Parts List and Costs
Table C1. Parts List
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Part
Number

Qty Part Description

Source

Cost

Disposition

55-001

1

12-tooth pinion
gear

McMaster Carr

$8

Ordered
11/10/2021

55-002

1

Motor

HobbyKing

$95

Ordered
10/10/2021

55-003

1

Radio Controller
and Receiver
Combo

Amazon

$42.11

Ordered
10/10/2021

55-004

2

Rear Wheels

Amazon

$8

Ordered
10/10/2021

55-005

2

Lipo 2S Batteries

Amazon

$40

Ordered
10/10/2021

55-006

1

Lipo Charger

Amazon

$40

Ordered
10/10/2021

55-008

4

Dog bone
driveshafts

Amazon

$16.98

Ordered
10/10/2021

55-009

2

Front Wheels

Amazon

$8

Ordered
10/10/2021

55-010

2

Front Axles

Amazon

$7

Ordered
10/10/2021

20-001

1

Motor Mount

3D printed

$5

20-002

2

Top Center Spool
Mount

3D printed

$5

Printed 11/10/2021

20-003

1

Bottom Center
Spool Mount

3D printed

$8

Printed 11/10/2021

20-004

1

Controller Mount

3D printed

$5

Printed 11/10/2021

20-005

1

Idler Gear Shaft

Machined

Donated

Donated 2/1/2022

15 total number of parts.

APPENDIX D – Budget
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Table D1. Project Budget.

Item

Qty

Description

Cost

Drivetrain

1

All drivetrain components

$300

Chassis /
Suspension

1

3D printer chassis and
suspension components, as well
as bought components

$200

Printing Time

30 hrs. Power costs, machine time.

$200

Labor

200
hrs.

$8000

Assembly of all drivetrain and
chassis components,
engineering costs.
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APPENDIX E - Schedule
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Figure E1. Project Gantt Chart.

APPENDIX F – Expertise and Resources
ii.

Motor Mount Decision Matrix
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iii.

Center Spool Mount Decision Matrix
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iv.

Material Selection Decision Matrix

APPENDIX G – Testing Report
Appendix G1 (Test Report 01)
Appendix G1.1 – Procedure Checklist

Top Speed Test Procedure
Summary:
This procedure documents the process of testing the RC vehicles top speed. This test was
performed 5/15/2022.
Materials required:
• Stopwatch
• Tape measure
• Tape
• RC car
Step 1: Measure out 30ft with a tape measure in front of Hogue Hall shown in figure 1.1.
Step 2: Place tape at this 30ft mark.
Step 2: Turn RC car on with the switch as shown below:
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Step 3: Obtain a stopwatch
Step 4: Assign the task of timing to one teammate
Step 5: Assign the task of driving the RC car to the other teammate
Step 4: Driver notifies the timer when to start the stopwatch
Step 5: Record the time it takes the RC car to reach the 30ft mark
Step 6: Repeat 5 times
Step 7: Perform the calculations (Speed=distance/time) for each recorded time
Step 6: Take the average speed calculated in MPH
Step 7: Record speed in excel spreadsheet
A risk associated with this test is that the RC car could be accidently damaged if steered into an
obstacle. This can be mitigated by ensuring proper steering and adequate space for the RC car to
be driven without interference of any obstacles.
This test will be completed outside of Hogue Hall on the sidewalk in figure 1.1, as shown
below.

Figure 1.1: Hogue Hall
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Appendix G1.2 – Data Forms

Table G1.2: Blank Data Collection form

Appendix G1.3 – Raw Data

Table 1.3: Top Speed Data
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Appendix G1.4 – Evaluation Sheet

Table 1.4: Top Speed Evaluation Sheet

Appendix G1.5 – Schedule (Testing)

Figure 1.5: Testing portion of Gnatt chart

Appendix G2 (Test Report 02)
Appendix G2.1 – Procedure Checklist

Acceleration Test Procedure
Summary:
This procedure documents the process of testing the RC vehicles acceleration. This test was
performed 4/15/2022.
Materials required:
• Stopwatch
• Tape measure
• Tape
• RC car
Step 1: Measure out 20ft with a tape measure in front of Hogue Hall shown in figure 2.1.
Step 2: Place tape at this 20ft mark.
Step 2: Turn RC car on with the switch as shown below:
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Step 3: Obtain a stopwatch
Step 4: Assign the task of timing to one teammate
Step 5: Assign the task of driving the RC car to the other teammate
Step 4: Driver notifies the timer when to start the stopwatch
Step 5: Record the time it takes the RC car to accelerate from rest to the 20ft mark
Step 6: Repeat 5 times
Step 7: Perform the calculations for each recorded time
Step 6: Take the average acceleration calculated in ft/s/s
Step 7: Record data in excel spreadsheet
A risk associated with this test is that the RC car could be accidently damaged if steered into an
obstacle. This can be mitigated by ensuring proper steering and adequate space for the RC car to
be driven without interference of any obstacles.
This test will be completed outside of Hogue Hall on the sidewalk in figure 2.1, as shown
below.
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Figure 2.1: Hogue Hall testing site
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Appendix G2.2 – Data Forms

Table 2.2: Acceleration Data Form

Appendix G2.3 – Raw Data
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Table 2.3: Acceleration Data Sheet

Appendix G2.4 – Evaluation Sheet

Table 2.4: Acceleration Evaluation Sheet

Appendix G2.5 – Schedule (Testing)

Figure 2.5: Testing portion of Gnatt chart

Appendix G3 (Test Report 03)
Appendix G3.1– Procedure Checklist

Deceleration Test Procedure
Summary:
This procedure documents the process of testing the RC vehicles top speed. This test was
performed 4/20/2022.
Materials required:
• Stopwatch
• Tape measure
• Tape
• RC car
Step 1: Measure out 20ft with a tape measure in front of Hogue Hall shown in figure 3.1.
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Step 2: Place tape at this 20ft mark.
Step 2: Turn RC car on with the switch as shown below:

Step 3: Obtain a stopwatch
Step 4: Assign the task of timing to one teammate
Step 5: Assign the task of driving the RC car to the other teammate
Step 4: Driver notifies the timer when to start the stopwatch
Step 5: Record the time it takes the RC car to come to rest after brakes being applied at the 20ft
mark
Step 6: Measure the distance the car traveled after the 20ft mark
Step 7: Repeat 5 times
Step 8: Perform the calculations for each of the 5 trials to find the average deceleration (in ft/s/s)
Step 9: Record data in excel spreadsheet
A risk associated with this test is that the RC car could be accidently damaged if steered into an
obstacle. This can be mitigated by ensuring proper steering and adequate space for the RC car to
be driven without interference of any obstacles.
This test will be completed outside of Hogue Hall on the sidewalk in figure 3.1, as shown
below.
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Figure 3.1: Hogue Hall testing site
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Appendix G3.2 – Data Forms

Table 3.2: Deceleration Data Form

Appendix G3.3 – Raw Data
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Table 3.3: Deceleration test data

Appendix G3.4 – Evaluation Sheet

Table 3.4: Deceleration Evaluation sheet

Appendix G3.5 – Schedule (Testing)

Figure 3.5: Testing portion of Gnatt chart

APPENDIX H – Resume
Rachel Krill
Tualatin, OR 97062
rachykr@gmail.com
503-939-7575
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Work Experience:
In Home Care Companion
Ambitions
Jan. ’21 - Current
• Responsible for providing care and companionship for elderly clients
• Offered assistance for all necessities of living independently including but not limited to
grocery shopping, cleaning, reminders for medication, and transportation.
Project Engineer Intern
Skanska

June ‘21 – Sept. ‘21
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● Assisted and supported Project Manager, Project Engineer and Superintendents on
assigned project – clean room conversion project for Intel
● Tasks included but not limited to: Creating and logging change orders/Mods into Prolog,
updating construction schedule based on project team input, hosting meetings, weekly
project site progress pictures, initiating, executing and tracking RFI’s
Delivery Driver/Consultant
My Fit Foods
June ‘20 - Sept. ‘20
● Responsible for delivering orders to customers’ homes and/or businesses
● Consulted with customers
Warehouse employee
NWE Brands, Inc.
● Responsible for managing special projects as assigned
● Worked with receiving and logistics team on product assembly
● Reported to warehouse management for miscellaneous tasks

Dec. ‘17 - Sept. ‘19

Barista/Bagel Manager
Wolf den Cafe at Tualatin High School
Sept. ‘17 - June ‘18
● Responsible for selecting and managing a team of two that consisted of an accountant
and a food service employee
● Ordered all inventory and reconciled order process
● Created and executed weekly task template
Education:
● Central Washington University, Transfer Student in Mechanical Engineering Program.
Scheduled to graduate June 2022
● Oregon State University, Honors College, Civil Engineering Major Oct. ‘18 - June ‘20
● Tualatin High School, Graduated with Honors (GPA=3.98).
Sept. ‘14 - June
‘18
Extracurricular and Volunteer Activities:
●
●
●
●

Division II Track and Field Athlete at Central Washington University
Division I Track and Field Athlete at Oregon State University
Volunteer at Oregon Dog Rescue, Tualatin, OR
Volunteer at Community tree planting, Tualatin, OR
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